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Classic measures of graph centrality capture distinct aspects of node importance, from the local
(e.g., degree) to the global (e.g., closeness). Here we exploit the connection between diffusion and
geometry to introduce a multiscale centrality measure. A node is defined to be central if it breaks
the metricity of the diffusion as a consequence of the effective boundaries and inhomogeneities in
the graph. Our measure is naturally multiscale, as it is computed relative to graph neighbourhoods
within the varying time horizon of the diffusion. We find that the centrality of nodes can differ
widely at different scales. In particular, our measure correlates with degree (i.e., hubs) at small
scales and with closeness (i.e., bridges) at large scales, and also reveals the existence of multi-centric
structures in complex networks. By examining centrality across scales, our measure thus provides
an evaluation of node importance relative to local and global processes on the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying central nodes in a network is a topic of wide
interest across fields, from finding critical junctions in a
road network or important stations in a power grid to
establishing which people are best poised to spread (or
stop) gossip in a social network [1, 2]. Since the 1950s,
and motivated by heuristics from different application ar-
eas [3–5], various notions of node importance have been
proposed to measure influence in networks. These ideas
were formalized and extended by several authors as clas-
sical graph-theoretical measures of node centrality [6],
some of a combinatorial nature (e.g., degree, closeness, or
betweenness centrality [7]), others with a spectral char-
acter (e.g., eigenvector centrality [8]). Spurred by the
current interest in networks, such measures have been re-
formulated in different contexts, from extended notions
of neighbourhood (e.g., k-core [9]) to information propa-
gation (e.g., current-flow closeness [10]). Measures based
on random walks (e.g., random walk accessibility [11],
extensions of betweenness [12], non-backtracking central-
ity [13], embeddability in graph cycles [14], or subgraph
centrality [15]) have also been proposed. For a survey of
centralities, see the recent monograph [16].
These different centrality measures capture relevant,
yet distinct aspects of node importance. Some centrali-
ties are based on a local notion, such as the number of
connections of the node (i.e., the degree), whereas oth-
ers stem from global network properties, such as closeness
centrality, which considers the sum of shortest paths with
all other nodes. However, the implicit scale of each cen-
trality measure is rarely obvious. For instance, between-
ness centrality measures the participation of a node in the
minimal paths between all pairs of nodes in the graph.
As such, it might be expected to be as global a mea-
sure as closeness, yet its value is computed only from a
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potentially small fraction of nodes where geodesic paths
concentrate. Hence the effective scale of betweenness de-
pends on the graph structure and varies for each node.
The influence of scale on centrality is recognisable in the
fact that the classic Katz centrality [4] as well as recent
measures [17–19] contain a free parameter that can be
tuned to weigh the relative importance of local vs. global
properties.
Here, we introduce a measure of centrality that is in-
trinsically multiscale by invoking a notion of scale im-
plicit to the graph, i.e., the centrality of each node is
computed over the set of nodes that are reachable over a
given time horizon τ by a dynamics taking place on the
graph. Perhaps the simplest of such processes, which can
be derived as an approximation to more realistic dynam-
ics, is a diffusive graph dynamics. In that case, the time
horizon of the diffusion plays the role of a natural scale
factor: as the diffusion probes the surroundings of a node,
it becomes sensitive to the presence of effective bound-
aries and geometric constraints, which affect the shape
of its growing neighborhood. Our measure then exploits
the links between diffusion and geometry, as in the clas-
sic "hearing the shape of a drum" [20], to establish the
centrality of a node in terms of its position relative to its
scale-dependent neighbourhood. Such a geometric inter-
pretation allows us to quantify centrality as a measure
of how far a node is from effective boundaries and con-
straints found via diffusive dynamics in the graph. This
definition recovers classic notions of graph centrality that
go from the local to the global, as we illustrate through
a series of examples.
II. MULTISCALE CENTRALITY
A. Definition of multiscale centrality: from
diffusion to geometry and graphs
To motivate our definition, we start with a simple ge-
ometric setting and recall how diffusion can be used to
compute the center of a compact Euclidean domain rel-
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FIG. 1. (a)-(c) Diffusion and centrality on the interval [0,1]. (a) Solution of the diffusion equation (1) given a delta
function at x = 0.3. The temporal responses at three points (x0 = 0.3, x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0.8) exhibit presence or absence of peaks.
The thin black lines correspond to the Green’s functions forming the solution (2). (b) The peak time function t∗(x0, x) (4)
represents the time at which an overshoot is observed at position x for an initial delta function at position x0. The white areas
correspond to non-reachable points where t∗(x0, x) =∞. (c) The multiscale centrality measureMτ (x0) (7) captures the center
of the interval at large scales τ . (d)-(f) Multiscale centrality of the Zachary’s karate club network. (d) The snapshot
of the solution (9) of the diffusion starting with an impulse from Mr. Hi after t = 0.1 highlights the different reachability of
different parts of the network. As shown in the three insets, only certain nodes experience an overshoot. (e) Matrix of peak
times t∗ij clustered and ordered according to Ward hierarchical clustering. The peak times correspond well to the standard
two-way partition, whilst identifying bridge nodes between the clusters. (f) The normalized multiscale centrality (10) for three
values of τ reveals the importance of bridge nodes at large scales.
ative to its boundaries. Consider the one-dimensional
diffusion equation with constant coefficient D with Neu-
mann boundary conditions on a finite domain x ∈ [0, 1]:
∂tp(x, t) = D∂
2
xp(x, t) , (1)
and let the initial condition be located at x0, p(x, 0|x0) =
δ(x − x0). The solution can then be computed by the
method of images:
p(x, t|x0) =
k=∞∑
k=−∞
Gt(x+ 2k + x0) +Gt(x+ 2k − x0) , (2)
where the Green’s function is
Gt(x) = (4Dpit)
−1/2 exp
(−x2/4Dt) . (3)
Figure 1(a) shows the solution (2) for x0 = 0.3, and the
insets highlight the temporal responses at three points:
the source point x0 = 0.3, and two observation points
x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0.8. At the input point x0, the im-
pulse decays monotonically towards the stationary value
p∞(x) = 1, whereas for all other points p(x, t|x0) starts
at zero and grows asymptotically towards p∞(x). Yet, as
Figure 1(a) shows, the approach to the stationary value is
qualitatively different depending on the distance of the
observation point to the source point. Specifically, the
temporal response exhibits an overshooting peak if the
observation point is close enough to x0 (e.g., x1), whereas
there is no overshooting if the observation point (e.g., x2)
is further away from x0. To capture this effect, we de-
fine the peak time at which the maximum overshooting
appears at point x when the input was at point x0:
t∗(x0, x) = argmax
t∈[0,∞)
p(x, t|x0). (4)
When no overshooting peak is observed at x, we adopt
the convention t∗(x0, x) = ∞ and denote such points as
3non reachable. Figure 1(b) shows the peak times (4) for
our example, with the non-reachable regions in white.
This dynamical perspective affords us an intrinsic scale
defined by the time horizon over which we observe the
diffusion, and we define the reachability within a time
horizon τ :
t∗τ (x0, x) =
{
∞ if t∗(x0, x) ≥ τ
t∗(x0, x) otherwise .
(5)
Clearly, t∗∞(x0, x) = t∗(x0, x).
It is easy to realize that the reachability of a point
follows from both the presence of boundaries in the un-
derlying space and the time horizon over which the dif-
fusive dynamics probes the structure. Indeed, if we
have an infinite domain x ∈ [−∞,∞], the solution
is p(x, t|x0) = Gt(x − x0) and the peak time is just
t∗(x0, x) = (x− x0)2/2D, ∀x0, i.e., all points are reach-
able and the peak time is proportional to the square of
the Euclidean distance. For a finite segment, on the
other hand, this simple relationship between scale and
distance holds only approximately for points away from
the boundaries and over small horizons, and it breaks
down as the horizon grows and the dynamics aggregates
information about the boundaries. Due to these bound-
ary effects, the peak time function t∗τ (x0, x) becomes non-
unique and non-convex in its arguments, resulting in vi-
olations of the triangular inequality. Specifically, for a
given x0, there can be pairs of points (x1, x2) for which
we have the following violation:
∆τ (x1,x2|x0) = ∆τ (x2, x1|x0)
:= t∗τ (x0, x1) + t
∗
τ (x0, x2)− t∗τ (x1, x2) ≤ 0 .
(6)
Note that here ∆τ (x1, x2|x0) = ∆τ (x2, x1|x0), due to
the symmetry of diffusion the dynamics, but asymmetric
dynamics such as advection on directed graphs can also
be considered, see Section IIID. Indeed, if x1 and x2
are near the opposite boundaries of the segment, they
do not reach each other. Yet a point x0 in the center
(between them) will reach both, leading to a violation of
the triangle inequality. Hence if a source point x0 is a
participant in a high number of violations of the triangle
inequality (6), then it is highly central.
This leads to our definition of the multiscale centrality
(MSC) for a point x0 parametrically dependent on the
scale τ . The MSC is the fraction of all pairs of points
(x1, x2) ∈ [0, 1]2 that violate the triangle inequality (6)
relative to x0 over time horizon τ
Mτ (x0) =
〈
1∆τ (x1,x2|x0)≤0
〉
, (7)
where 1A is the indicator function for event A and 〈·〉
denotes the average over the cartesian product [0, 1]2.
Figure 1(c) shows Mτ (x0) for x0 ∈ [0, 1] as a function
of the horizon τ . As expected, the MSC is large at the
midpoint of the segment and decreases toward the bound-
aries for scales τ that are large enough so that the dy-
namics can feel the boundaries and ‘locate’ the centre
of the segment with respect to its ends. In the absence
of boundaries, the MSC is constant for the infinite line
(i.e.,Mτ (x0) = m(τ), ∀x0) since there are no violations
of the triangle inequality. Hence in that case, we find no
center. The MSC thus allows us to establish the center
of the domain, relative to boundaries of the underlying
space, from the observation of the diffusion dynamics.
This notion of geometry based on diffusive dynamics
is defined not only with respect to the domain bound-
aries, but also takes into account the effective reacha-
bility modulated by any inhomogeneities in the domain.
Indeed, although we started by considering the simple
case of a diffusion (1) with a constant coefficient D, the
same procedure applies for a non-homogeneous diffusion.
In that case, MSC incorporates information about the
mass distribution at different scales, i.e., it is analogous
to finding scale-dependent centers of mass, as we discuss
more extensively in Section "Centrality in irregular and
noisy meshes" below.
B. Extending the definition to graphs
The main ingredient in our definition of multiscale cen-
trality (7) is the use of the diffusion dynamics to infer the
centre of a (possibly inhomogeneous) compact space rel-
ative to its boundaries. Although in spaces described by
graphs the topological notion of boundary is not easy to
establish, it is straightforward to generalize our geometric
definition of centrality by invoking a diffusive dynamics
on the graph.
Consider an undirected, connected graph with N
nodes, (weighted) adjacency matrix A, and degree matrix
K = diag(A1). For simplicity, we concentrate on undi-
rected graphs initially and present the case of directed
graphs separately at the end of the paper. The definition
of MSC then translates directly to graphs by choosing
the diffusive process
∂tp(t) = −Lp , (8)
where L = K −A is the graph Laplacian, and the N × 1
time-dependent node vector p(t) takes the place of the
function p(x, t) in (1). For an initial condition with a
delta function at node i, the j-th coordinate of the solu-
tion of (8) is given by
pj(t|i) =
(
e−tL
)
ij
. (9)
Note that in all subsequent calculations, we rescale time
by the spectral gap of the Laplacian (i.e., t = t/λ2) to
have a comparable time scale across graphs.
Following closely the geometric derivation above, Fig-
ure 1(d)-(f) illustrates the application to graphs through
the Zachary Karate club [21], a social network that has
been widely studied as it underwent an acrimonious split
into two factions led by the ‘Officer’ and ‘Mr Hi’. A snap-
shot of the solution (9) with an initial delta function on
‘Mr Hi’ is shown in Figure 1(d), where we also see that
4some of the node functions pj(t|i = ‘Mr Hi’) exhibit a
peak (e.g., the Bridge node) whereas other nodes (e.g.,
the ’Officer’) do not overshoot [22].
We can thus compute the peak time t∗ij at which a peak
appears at node j when an impulse is injected at node
i (with the convention t∗ij = ∞ if there is no peak), as
shown in Figure 1(e). As expected, the two known clus-
ters of the Karate club (associated with the split between
‘Mr Hi’ and ’Officer’) are separated by their reachability,
yet there is a group of nodes that bridge across both
clusters where typically misclassified nodes fall.
We then follow the previous construction of reachabil-
ity within a time horizon τ defined for the line segment
in (5), and compute the scale dependent functions t∗ij,τ
for the graph. There will be pairs of nodes (j, k) for which
the triangle inequality centered at node i is violated, so
that
∆ij,τ := t
∗
ij,τ + t
∗
ik,τ − t∗jk,τ ≤ 0,
where t∗ij,τ is defined as in (5). Adapting the continuous
definition (7) to the discrete setting, we can thus com-
pute Mτ (i), the MSC of node i at scale τ , as the pro-
portion of violations of the triangle inequality in which i
is involved up to time τ , and summarize this information
through the normalized multiscale centrality node vector
Mτ with elements
(Mτ )i =Mτ (i)/max
j
Mτ (j). (10)
Fig. 1(f) shows the multiscale centralityMτ at three dif-
ferent scales τ for all nodes of the network. The measure
shows that both Mr. Hi and the Officer are central nodes
at small scales (i.e., they are central to their local envi-
ronments), whereas the nodes bridging across both clus-
ters become central at larger scales (i.e., they are central
relative to the full network).
III. APPLICATIONS
A. Centrality in small social networks: from high
degree to closeness
In addition to the results on the Karate club networks
of Figure 1 (d)-(f), we show in Figure 2(a) the ranking
of nodes across all τ , highlighting the most central nodes
at three different scales. The two leaders are most cen-
tral across a wide range of scales, however, at long scales
we find that a third node (that bridges the two groups)
becomes the most central. The Spearman correlation
shows that the ranking induced by multiscale central-
ity is most strongly correlated with betweenness at short
scales due to the particularities of the structure and size
of the Karate club network. We observe a high corre-
lation with eigenvector centrality at middle scales and
closeness at large scales. We note that across all scales
Mr Hi and Officer are highly central (corroborated by
the four standard centrality measures), suggesting that
these two nodes are central independent of scale. From
this simple example, we see that nodes with high degrees
(‘hubs’) are central at small scales, whereas ‘inter-hub
nodes’ are central at larger scales relative to the global
structure of the graph. This observation reflects the dif-
ferent heuristics that have been used in the literature to
define centrality, from the local to the global.
To further examine the correspondence of our measure
with other centralities, we have analysed in Figure 2(b)
a second classic example, the interaction network of bot-
tlenose dolphins, constructed between 1994 and 2001 in
New Zealand [23]. Figure 2(b)i displaysMτ , the multi-
scale centrality for three values of the scale τ . At small
scales, the dolphin Grin (with the highest degree) has
the highest centrality whereas at large scales another dol-
phin, called PL, becomes the most central, highlighting
its role as a connector. Interestingly, both dolphins ex-
hibit rare communication traits [23]. A minority of the
dolphins within the dataset displayed physical forms of
communication to other dolphins; 7/63 dolphins display
‘lobtailing’ and 5/63 display ‘side flopping’, which are
both forms of physical to auditory communication. The
dolphin Grin is located at the centre of a dolphin clus-
ter and is one of the few dolphins that displays lobtail-
ing communication. Contrary to Grin, PL, the central
node at large timecales, displayed ‘side flopping’ com-
munication which suggests that, despite its low degree,
PL communicates across the two main clusters of dol-
phins. Figure 2(b)iii shows the Spearman correlation of
the ranking based on Mτ (i) compared to four classical
notions of centrality. The multiscale centrality at low τ
is highly correlated with the degree, whilst at large τ we
observe a strong correlation with closeness. This result
recovers our previous results on Karate club network: the
degree is a local measure whereas closeness takes into ac-
count distances to all nodes in the network. Betweenness
shows similar trends to degree centrality and eigenvec-
tor centrality shows similar behaviour to closeness, albeit
they do not correlate as strongly with multiscale central-
ity and tend to correlate at various intermediate scales
depending on the graph.
B. Centrality from heterogeneity: random and
irregular meshes
The proposed notion of centrality is related not only to
the geometric center but, more generally, to the center of
mass, i.e., it incorporates information from both bound-
aries and local density. We illustrate this fact through
the analysis of (noisy) Delaunay meshes on the plane.
Figure 3(a) shows the analysis of the Delaunay mesh
of a regular (non-random) 20 × 20 grid discretization of
the flat unit square [0, 1]2, where each edge ij has weight
wij = 1/lij = 1/‖xi − xj‖, where xi and xj are the po-
sitions of nodes i and j, respectively. We compute the
multiscale centralityMτ of this weighted graph across
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FIG. 2. Multiscale centrality of (a) the Karate club network and (b) the Dolphin network. [23] (i) The multiscale
centralityMτ (10) for short, middling and long scales. (ii) The multiscale centralityMτ for all nodes as a function of the
scale τ . (iii) Spearman correlation betweenMτ and four common centrality measures as a function of the scale τ . Mτ is
most correlated with betweeness centrality for Karate club network and degree centrality for Dolphin network respectively at
small scales, and both are most correlated with closeness at large scales.
scales τ . As expected, at small scales Mτ correlates
strongly with the weighted degree of the node, whereas
at the middle scales, the centrality mirrors the presence
of the square boundaries. At large scalesMτ is peaked
at the center of the square. This behaviour is similar to
the one-dimensional case in Fig. 1(a)-(c). We also com-
puted the center of mass of this regular network, where
the mass of each node is its weighted degree. Since the
mass distribution is close to uniform, the center of mass
corresponds to the geometric center, and is well recovered
by the centrality at large scales.
To test the robustness of these results under random-
ness, we analyzed the weighted network built from the
Delaunay mesh of a noisy grid, where the grid positions
xi have a Gaussian standard deviation of 0.03 (Fig. 3(b)).
Again, we find that Mτ correlates t small scales with
the node degree, picking the local inhomogeneities cre-
ated by the random fluctuations. At large scales, we find
thatMτ recovers the geometric center, which is also the
center of mass in this case, even for such a complex and
non-uniform discretisation of the unit square.
To study the effect of larger deviations from the uni-
form grid, we studied in Fig. 3(c) another inhomogeneous
Delaunay mesh obtained by adding 50 additional nodes
on the plane, drawn from a normal distribution centered
at [0.2, 0.2] with variance 0.05. This amounts to adding
a localized mass in the bottom left quarter of the square,
thus introducing a non-uniform mass distribution. The
computation ofMτ for the corresponding weighted net-
work shows that, at small scale, the centrality captures
the higher degree (i.e., the mass) of the added cluster
of dense nodes, whereas at large scales, the most central
nodes are situated close to the centre of mass, which lies
between the added cluster and the geometric center of
the square. Note that the peak of theMτ does not ex-
actly match the center of mass due to the effect of the
boundaries of the square domain. Hence the multiscale
centrality peaks at a point between the geometric centre
and the centre of mass.
C. Application to geographically embedded
networks: power grid and road networks
In larger, complex networks linked to geometric set-
tings, Mτ can reveal the multiscale nature of the net-
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FIG. 3. Multiscale centrality of weighted graphs
obtained from Delaunay mesh triangulations on the
plane. (a) Uniform grid: At small scales, Mτ is highly
correlated with degree, whereas at large scaleMτ coincides
with the center (geometric centre and centre of mass), thus
correlated with closeness. (b) Noisy uniform grid obtained
by adding a Gaussian random deviation to the positions on
the grid with variance 0.03. At small scales, the centrality
again reflects the degree of the nodes and at large scales, the
geometric center and center of mass of the square is still well
captured byMτ . (c) Inhomogeneous mass distribution ob-
tained by adding to the grid a dense patch of nodes Gaussianly
distributed around the point (0.2, 0.2). At small scales,Mτ
correlates with the degree, with high localization at the dense
added patch of nodes. At large scales, the centralityMτ is
concentrated on nodes between the center of mass and the ge-
ometric center of the square due to the combined effect of the
mass distribution and the effect of the domain boundaries.
work centrality. An example is given in Fig. 4(a)-(b),
where we study the (unweighted) network of the Euro-
pean power grid (data from the Union for the Coordina-
tion of Transmission Energy, see [24] for more details on
this dataset). This network contains 2783 nodes and 3762
unweighted edges, with community structure present at
several scales, see [24].
Figure 4(a) displays four instances of the multiscale
centrality Mτ of the power grid computed at differ-
ent scales τ . At small scales (i) log10(τ) = −4.3, Mτ
correlates strongly with degree centrality and the most
central nodes are highly local: the most central node is
in the south west of France, followed by various cities
located predominantly in France and Spain, suggesting
that these countries contain nodes with a higher local
centrality (relative to the rest of Europe), maybe due to
some systematic difference in the design of the power
grid in those countries. At slightly longer timescales
(ii) log10(τ) = −3.02, we find the most central nodes
located predominantly in the north of Spain and near
Paris in France, areas with a mixture of high degree and
bridging across domains. At yet longer timescales (iii)
log10(τ) = −1.16, the nodes in Spain become less cen-
tral, reflecting their more peripheral location relative to
the global network, and instead we observe three main
regions of high Mτ : a region around the Pyrenees,
on the border between Spain and France; a region along
the border between France and Germany; and a region
on the western part of Eastern Europe. At the largest
timescales (iv) log10(τ) = 0.6, we find a single predom-
inant region of highly central nodes stretching from the
north-east of France to the north-west of Italy, where
the east and west centers present at shorter scales col-
lapse. Figure 4(b) shows the Spearman correlation of
Mτ with four classic centrality measures. As observed
above,Mτ correlates well with degree and betweenness
at small scales and with closeness at large scales.
To further illustrate the application of multiscale cen-
trality to such engineering networks, we have constructed
the Manhattan road network using the osmnx python
package [25] without residential roads to reduce net-
work size. Similarly to the analysis of the power grid,
Figure 4(c) displaysMτ computed at four time scales
and mapped onto the road network. At small scales (i)
log10(τ) = −1.4, whereMτ correlates mostly strongly
with degree, we find that nodes associated with major
entrances onto the island are most central, including the
Lincoln tunnel and the joint connection of George Wash-
ington and Alexander Hamilton bridge. This is expected
since the major bridges and tunnels into Manhattan usu-
ally have multiple road connections (high degree) to fa-
cilitate the flow of traffic. At middling timescales (ii)
log10(τ) = 0.91 we identify midtown as the most central,
an area that attracts tourists and major companies. As
the scale increases (iii) log10(τ) = −2.12, we find that
the centre of the network shifts towards FDR Drive on
the east coast of the island. FDR drive is a major high-
way that connects distal regions of the island. Finally,
at long timescales (iv) log10(τ) = 3.42 we identify an
East to West band from 54th to 59th street between 4th
Avenue and 8th Avenue as most central. As above, Fig-
ure 4(d) shows the Spearman ranking ofMτ with a good
alignment ofMτ with degree at small scales and with
closeness and eigenvector centrality at large scales.
These analyses thus indicate a multi-centric structure
in both the European power grid and Manhattan road
network, highly dependent on the scale of interest, which
reflects design principles and suggests that the proper
scale should be considered when establishing the impor-
tance of nodes within such complex networks.
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FIG. 4. Multiscale centrality of the European power grid network [24] and Manhattan road network [25]. (a)
The European power grid exhibits a multicentric structure, which is revealed at different scales. The centralityMτ is shown
at four increasing scales (i)-(iv). At small scales, local centers are found in Spain and France, then progressive larger nuclei
emerge in south west France, the Paris region, the Pyrenees coalescing onto a strip stretching from Venice to Amsterdam,
with a large centrality region in Germany and Switzerland. (b) The Spearman correlation ofMτ with four classic centrality
measures for the European power grid. (c) The Manhattan road network at four increasing scales (i)–(iv). At small scales,
the major bridges and tunnels into Manhattan are most central, followed by a coagulation of centrality in midtown which then
progressively shifts towards the east coast before a final central region appears stretching between midtown west and midtown
east. (d) The Spearman correlation ofMτ with four classic centrality measures for the Manhattan road network.
D. Application to directed graphs: the neuronal
network of C. elegans
Finally, we consider the application of multiscale cen-
trality to directed networks. The definition of Mτ in
terms of a diffusion process lends itself naturally to in-
corporate the effects of directionality in networks. We
illustrate this point through the analysis of the directed
and weighted graph of the neuronal connectome of the
nematode C. elegans [22].
For directed graphs A 6= AT , and we need the following
modification of the definition of the multiscale centrality.
Consider the directed combinatorial Laplacian with tele-
portation [26, 27]:
Ldir = Φ− 1
2
(
ΦP + PTΦ
)
,
where Φ = diag(v1) contains on the diagonal the Perron
(leading) vector v1 of the transition matrix with telepor-
tation
P = αD−1A+
(
(1− α) + α diag(a)
)11T
n
.
Here α = 0.85 is the (Google) teleportation parameter; a
is an indicator vector function for nodes with vanishing
out-degrees; and 1 is the vector of ones.
For a directed graph, t∗ij 6= t∗ji in general. We thus
consider the following extension of the triangle inequality
t∗ij + t
∗
ik ≥
t∗jk + t
∗
kj
2
, (11)
and again count the fraction of violations of this inequal-
ity for any node i as the basis to define our centrality
measure. This directed version of the multiscale central-
ity is therefore sensitive to the directionality of the graph.
As an example, we have analyzed the directed neuronal
network of C. elegans. This network has three types of
neurons: sensory (S), interneurons (I), and motor (M)
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FIG. 5. Multiscale centrality of the irected and and weighted
neuronal network of C. Elegans. (a) The neuronal network
of C. Elegans has three types of neurons: sensory (S), inter
(I), and motor (M) neurons. We computeMτ for: (i) the
original directed network; (ii) the reverse directed network;
and (iii) the undirected network where the directionality of
edges is ignored. (b) We showMτ for each of those networks
at large values of the scale τ . The most central nodes at
large scales for each of the networks are: (i) FLPR (a sensory
neuron); (ii) RIMR/RIML (two motor neurons); (iii) PVT
(interneuron) and AQR (sensory neuron). The most central
nodes at small scales τ for all three graphs (in blue) are the
AVAR/L neurons. (c) The multiscale centrality averaged over
the neurons of each type (S,I, M) is computed for the three
networks. Interneurons are most central for all three networks
at all scales. Sensory neurons only become central at large
scales for the directed network, whereas motor neurons only
become central at large scales for the reverse directed network.
In the undirected network, neither motor nor sensory neurons
are central at any scale.
(Fig. 5(a)). Broadly speaking, S neurons process en-
vironmental stimuli, which are channelled downstream
through I neurons towards the M neurons in charge of
effecting motion as a reaction to external inputs. Hence
we expect an overall directional flow of information from
S to I to M neurons.
To explore the effect of directionality, we have com-
puted and compared the multiscale centralityMτ of the
directed C. elegans network, its reverse, and an undi-
rected version where directionality is ignored. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 5(b)-(c). We find that in
all three networks (directed, reverse directed and undi-
rected) the AVAR and AVAL neurons are consistently
the most central nodes at short timescales. This is a
consequence of AVAR and AVAL having both the high-
est in and out degrees of any nodes in the network. At
larger scales, however, there are differences between the
three networks: in the directed network, FLPR (a sen-
sory neuron) is the most central, whereas in the reverse
directed network, RIMR/RIML (two motor neurons) be-
come the most central. In the undirected network, we
find PVT (inter neuron) and AQR (sensory neuron) as
the most central nodes at large scales. In general, we
find that the most central nodes in the directed network
are interneurons followed by sensory neurons (and low
Mτ for motor neurons), whereas the most central nodes
in the reverse directed network are interneurons followed
by motor neurons (with lowMτ for sensory neurons).
In the undirected connectome, interneurons are the most
central, whereas both sensory and motor neurons have
low centrality. This is shown in Fig. 5(c), where we com-
pute the average centrality for each of the three classes of
neurons. These results show the importance of including
directionality and scale in the analysis of directed net-
works.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a scale-dependent graph centrality,
which is based on a notion of reachability of nodes from a
localized diffusive source in terms of overshooting events.
The key concept is to interpret the timing of the over-
shooting events as a proxy for a distance between nodes,
such that the underlying geometry of the network is cap-
tured by the diffusive process. Within this framework,
central nodes are those that are involved in breaking the
metricity of the diffusion. The proposed measure recov-
ers the concept of a center of mass relative to the intrin-
sic boundaries and density inhomogeneities of the graph
probed by the diffusion. Because the diffusion has an
inherent dynamical scale, our measure captures different
notions of centrality, from the local (degree) to the global
(closeness). We have illustrated the multiscale central-
ity measure through social networks, geometric networks
and geographically-embedded networks.
A Python code to compute the multiscale cen-
trality (10) is available at https://github.com/
barahona-research-group/MultiscaleCentrality.
In its current form, the method is applicable to relatively
large graphs (thousands of nodes) but the evaluation of
the matrix exponential [28] and the triangle inequalities
can become expensive for larger graphs. To extend this
9measure to larger graphs, the matrix exponential could
be approximated or other centrality measures could be
extracted by, e.g., treating the matrix of peak times t∗ij
as a distance matrix and computing a different version
of the closeness centrality.
The dynamical foundation of theMτ measure means
that directed graphs can also be considered seamlessly
within this approach. We provide an example of di-
rected graphs, where we study the multiscale centrality
of the neuronal network of C. Elegans, which captures
differences between forward, backward and symmetrized
graphs related to biological information flow from sensory
to motor neurons (Fig. 5).
Finally, we remark that although we have used here
a diffusive process for conceptual clarity, similar central-
ity notions could be defined to incorporate more complex
dynamics, such as epidemic spreading, Kuramoto oscilla-
tors, or non-Markovian dynamics, and may provide new
tools to study such dynamics from a diffusion-based per-
spective [29].
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